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“ 
Place culture as a central 

consideration across all policy 
areas, including health and 

wellbeing, economy, education, 
reducing inequality and realising 
a greener and more sustainable 

future. 
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foreword 
by Jacky MacBeath, Convenor 

 
The 2019/20 academic year has turned out to be the most challenging most of us have 
experienced. We have faced a global pandemic, the closure of our workplaces and venues, 
and the transition to the ‘new normal’ of local lockdowns, social distancing, new ways of 
learning and teaching, and shifting restrictions. 

However, despite these challenges, the year has presented UMIS and its members with a 
number of opportunities. Our first ever Coordinator was appointed in September which 
changed the way the partnership works together. Having a dedicated member of staff who 
can identify possibilities and advocate on our behalf has been transformative and a 
particularly valuable resource given the past year’s events. 

Prior to the Covid-19 crisis, UMIS had successfully applied to Museums Galleries Scotland 
for funding towards our identity and website review, had embarked on our first strategic 
and forward plan, fed in to sector consultations with Scottish and UK heritage 
organisations and were discussing possible future collaborative projects. 

With the advent of lockdown, all UMIS members took the opportunity to re-assess their 
resources and programming, embracing the accelerated shift to digital. To continue to 
engage our existing (and in many cases attract new) audiences, the university museums 
were quick to develop increased online activities including tours, talks, films, and 
workshops and repurpose content to provide online exhibitions. UMIS also undertook a 
major digital partnership project this year aimed at young people from Widening 
Participation backgrounds - Capturing Lives in Scotland’s Communities. The results of the 
programme speak for themselves (see p16) and we are keen to continue to our develop 
work in this area. 

To provide mutual support during this unprecedented time, UMIS now meets fortnightly 
online. The insight and information shared between members during lockdown and, more 
recently, in re-opening our workplaces and venues has been invaluable. We have also set up 
sub-groups within our broader teams to support our staff in specific areas of work. 

We have increased our advocacy activities this year in light of the uncertain short- and 
long-term implications of Covid-19, working more closely with colleagues throughout the 
heritage sector and taking a key role in joint sector advocacy to the Scottish Government. 
Indeed, our more recent activities have led to the announcement of a dedicated funding 
package in support of university and civic museums this financial year. 

We have prioritised providing digital research assets, scan and send services and, where 
possible, physical research spaces to support our host institutions’ core missions. Likewise, 
with the emphasis on a shift to blended learning, UMIS members have worked to increase 
digitised collections and provide new and innovative ways to use these in online teaching 
(see our Towards a National Collection submission on p12). 

The 2020/21 academic year and beyond is going to be a particularly challenging time for 
UMIS members with uncertainties around funding and staffing. However, if this year has 
shown us anything, it is what we can achieve together.  

Jacky MacBeath, UMIS Convenor, October 2020 
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our purpose 
 
To connect Scotland’s Accredited university museums to work collaboratively and 
effectively, offering mutual support and enabling us to maximise our contribution to 
Scotland’s universities, culture and people. 
 
 
 

our mission 
 

UMIS acts as the collective voice of Scotland’s university museums. We work to raise 
the impact, profile and visibility of Scottish university museums and the local, regional 
and national collections we collectively care for, highlighting their value and vital 
position within our institutions and the wider cultural landscape. We create 
opportunities locally, nationally and internationally for university colleagues, students, 
researchers, schools and the public to investigate and enjoy the collections we hold 
and for our members to offer each other mutual support. 

 
 
 
 

our vision 
 
That Scotland’s university museums will be recognised as a significant intrinsic 
component of higher education in Scotland, and make meaningful contributions to 
Scottish life and culture. The value of our collections and knowledge we hold will be 
recognised as fundamental to learning, teaching and research worldwide. Our 
collections will be accessible to everyone – both physically and digitally – and act as 
inspiration and catalysts for research, discussion and debate. Our museum spaces 
and programming will be inclusive and open, encouraging and representing the full 
diversity of visitors and audiences.  
 
We will be trusted, supportive, progressive, challenging, dynamic and sustainable 
organisations, helping to break down barriers, educate and lead contemporary 
thought and practice. 
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UMIS at a glance 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

over 

80 FTE 
staff 

university  
museum 
services 

over 

2 million  
objects 

290  
volunteers 

members 
with 

Recognised 
Collections 

130 
university 
courses 
involving 
UMIS 
members 

Image courtesy of the University of Stirling 
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our achievements 
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our year in figures 

 

 

 

 

4,622 

166,127  

4,717 hours of teaching 

students on courses 
involving collections 7,531 

206,491 
visitors to museum exhibitions 

21,845 participants in public events 

446,693 

visits to UMIS members’ websites 
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UMIS working together 
Prior to lockdown, the UMIS committee physically met on a quarterly basis. However, we 
now have fortnightly video meetings to share knowledge, resource and expertise, keep 
abreast of developments and better advocate for university museums. 

Other tangible knowledge exchange throughout the year has included: 

 Sharing risk assessments, policies and procedures to address Covid restrictions 
 Sharing expertise around decolonisation and restitution of cultural heritage 
 UMIS members working together to develop social prescription offerings 
 Setting up subject specific sub-groups within UMIS 
 Sharing expertise and experiences around online engagement 

 

 

 

 

 

development of identity and strategy 
This year, UMIS has carried out an organisational review to 
consolidate our identity and strategic direction. As part of this 
project we secured a grant of £9,000 from Museums Galleries 
Scotland to update our visual identity and website. 

Our Strategic Plan was published in July this year, and we 
anticipate having the full visual identity and website complete by 
early 2021.  

£9k 
investment 

advocacy internship 
UMIS has submitted an application to the Scottish Graduate School 
for Arts & Humanities (SGSAH) to task a postgraduate research 
intern to look further into substantiating our value to our universities. 
Should we be successful, the results of this project will be available in 
summer 2021.  

advocacy & 
working together 
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a year of advocacy 
 

  

JANUARY: First meeting 
with SFC. Twice yearly 
meetings set APRIL: Regular liaison 

meetings established with 
Museums Galleries Scotland 
and National Museums 
Scotland 

JUNE: UMIS press 
statement on Covid picked 
up by The National & other 
press JULY: Joint signatory of  

letter to the Scottish 
Government from 
museums sector bodies 

JULY: Call for Evidence 
submission to SFC from 
UMIS, sector representatives 
and other organisations AUGUST: 

Representation as part 
of Museums Galleries 
Scotland’s submission 
to Scottish Government 
cultural committee  

SEPTEMBER: involvement 
in letter to Scottish 
Government and press 
campaign for civic & 
university museums OCTOBER: Museums 

Galleries Scotland 
announces dedicated 
funding for university & 
civic museums as result 
of ongoing advocacy 
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working with heritage partners 
Throughout 2019/20, UMIS has built on its position as a key representative body within 
the Scottish museums sector. We sit on the sector Stakeholder Group, tasked with 
advocating on behalf of the sector to Scottish and UK Government. Specific partnership 
activity this year has included: 

 Key policy and strategic development activities with the Museums Association and 
Museums Galleries Scotland (MGS) 

 Joint advocacy messaging for the Scottish heritage sector as part of the sector 
Stakeholder Group 

 Contributing to the Museums Association Decolonisation Guidance Working Group 
 Membership of Universeum (the European Academic Heritage Network) and UMAC 

(ICOM International Committee for University Museums and Collections) 
 Sharing knowledge, expertise and resources with the University Museums Group 

(UMIS’s sibling organisation in England, Wales and Northern Ireland) 
 Leading roles in the Scottish Universities Public Art Network, the Scotland and 

Medicine Group and regional museum forums throughout Scotland 
 UMIS members’ involvement as Museum Mentors and AMA (Associate of the 

Museums Assocation) (partnering experienced professionals with smaller museums) 

  

focus on: partnering regionally 

Sharing university facilities, resources and services and working with local partners will aid Covid 
recovery as whole communities and strengthen the sector. The UMIS members have worked to 
deepen engagement locally and regionally over the past year through: 

 Place Partnerships: Dundee and Stirling 
 Other regional cultural partnerships: St Andrews, Public Art Dundee 
 Regional Museums Forums: West of Scotland, North East Scotland, Tayside 
 Regional tourism partnerships: Dundee, Aberdeen, St Andrews, Stirling 
 Regional and local festivals throughout the country 
 Specific projects and programmes involving volunteering charities, regional museums & 

cultural organisations, intergenerational charities, community groups lifelong learning and 
schools 

 Widening access schools’ initiatives  

Place is where people, location and resources combine 
to create a sense of identity and purpose, and is at the 
heart of addressing the needs and realising the full 
potential of communities. 

-Scottish Government Place Principle, 2018 “ ” 
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engaging 2019/20 

DEC: Collections Trust discussion on 
the legacy of Culture Grid 

 

UMIS is a valued and respected contributor to the development of 
projects and museums sector planning discussions, as well as 
providing resource and advice for the broader museums sector. In 
2019/20 we contributed to: 

DEC: National Lottery Heritage Fund 
consultation on future engagement 

with Scottish museums sector 

JAN: Museums Galleries Scotland 
decolonisation workshop for Scottish 
museums (presenting) 

FEB: National Museums Scotland 
National Programme consultation 

FEB: University Museums Group 
strategy consultation and review 

MAR: AHRC Towards a National 
Collection workshop 

APR: Museums Galleries Scotland 
best practice case studies on digital 
engagement  

APR: Two Museums Galleries 
Scotland museums stand up 

sessions sharing advice & insight 
(lead) 

JUN: ICOM-UMAC webinar ‘teaching 
& student engagement with 
collections’ (contributor) 

SEPT: Museums Association Scotland 
discussion on ‘Museums post Covid’ 
(on panel) 
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involvement in university courses 
Collections and university museums are a fundamental part of providing teaching and 
learning opportunities to our universities’ students. Seven of the nine institutions within UMIS 
run courses in museums studies, elements of cultural heritage, or archives. 

However, the UMIS members also take an active role in providing experiences and broader 
academic engagement opportunities across a huge range of courses. Over the past twelve 
months, this has involved under and post graduate students studying: Anatomical Sciences; 
Animation; Anthropology; Archaeology; Architecture; Art & Philosophy; Art Foundation; 
Biological and Biomedical Sciences; Classics; Digital Design; Education; English & Creative 
Writing; Environment, Heritage and Policy; Environmental Science; Fine Art; Forensic 
Anthropology; Geography; Geology; Heritage; History; History of Art; Humanities; Illustration; 
Jewellery & Metal Design; Law; Medical Art; Medical Anthropology; Medical Humanities; 
Music; Neuroscience; Osteoarchaeology; Philosophy; Physiotherapy & Occupational Health; 
Product Design; Scottish Studies; Social Anthropology; Textile Design; Urban Planning; 
Visual Culture; and Zoology.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
learning, teaching 
& research 

 

Use of collections in Comparative Anatomy 
University of Dundee Museums 

D’Arcy Thompson Zoology Museum 

Anatomy and Forensic Anthropology students from the University of 
Dundee undertake a module on Comparative Anatomy which includes 
practical sessions in the Zoology Museum with specimens provided by 
the curator. 

Students spend several sessions in the Zoology Museum studying 
skeletal specimens in detail. Working in groups of four, they are 
assigned pairs of vertebrate animals and compare forms in relation to 
function. As well as answering questions about each specimen, they 
also create their own 3D scans of the specimens using a free app on 
their phones, which they then use to present the information they have 
researched. The students thus learn more about anatomy but also 
gain valuable skills in close observation and digital presentation.    
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employability and student opportunities 
As well as providing opportunities to use museums’ collections and the knowledge of their 
staff within university courses and in an academic context, UMIS members provide a range 
of additional opportunities to students and university staff.  

In many cases this leads to recognition in students’ enhanced transcripts and improves their 
longer-term employment options. 

Experiences delivered over the past year include: 

 Paid and unpaid internships 
 Volunteering opportunities spanning work with collections, public and schools 

programming, front of house and as guides and other specific project and 
programme-based activity 

 Work placements for undergraduates, postgraduates and summer school students to 
augment studies 

 Student ambassadors 
 Board representatives 
 Modern Apprenticeships 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Digital teaching with collections: 
UMIS proposal to the ‘Towards a 
National Collection’ urgency call 

 

To explore new and innovative ways to provide online or blended teaching 
models being adopted by our host universities, UMIS this year 
collaboratively submitted an application to the AHRC’s Towards a 
National Collection urgency call. Our application seeks to track and 
evaluate the capacity, capabilities and best practice in digital teaching with 
collections. 

Centred around users (students and teaching staff) and involving UMIS 
members of different sizes and capacities, the aim of the project is to 
develop models which will ensure greater uptake in, and satisfaction with, 
online teaching. Ultimately, the vision is to roll out this framework to the 
broader museums sector, enabling them to contribute their resource 
towards enriching the teaching experience in higher and further education. 

We are currently awaiting the outcome of our application. The potential 
investment from the AHRC would be £111,070 with UMIS and our partner 
museums making contributions in staff time and in kind. 
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research 
UMIS members, and university museums in general, are recognised 
globally as highly important and valued research assets, and 
integral to the international research infrastructure due to the 
collections and knowledge they hold. This can be seen by the number 
of research visits and enquiries the UMIS members have recorded this 
year. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

supporting international research 
International research partnerships and facilitating access to materials for 
researchers globally are core to the UMIS members’ work. In 2019/20 the 
university museums have worked with a range of individuals and 
organisations: 

 Ecole de Louvre, Paris and the University of Potsdam, Berlin 
(Museums of the University of St Andrews) 
 Max Planck Institute, Universities of Stockholm, Leipzig, Shanghai, 
Basel, Padua and Campania (Anatomy Museum, University of Edinburgh) 
 The Musical Instrument Museums Online project with partners from 
France, Africa, Germany, Sweden, Italy and Spain (St Cecilia’s Hall, 

University of Edinburgh) 
 The EMOTIVE project with partners from the UK, France, Greece, Italy, Ireland and 

Turkey (The Hunterian, University of Glasgow)  
 Roemer- und Pelizaeus-Museum, Hildesheim (University of Aberdeen Collections) 

4,
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facilitation of digital access 
The use of our digitised and digital collections for both teaching and 
research is well established, with 166,127 collective visits to UMIS 
online collections databases this year. 

The Covid-19 emergency has led to an increased need to provide 
research materials digitally. In response to this need, the UMIS 
members have: 

 Increased the volume of their digitised collections 
 Facilitated access to online collections with improved 

interfaces, new databases and improved documentation and 
contextual information 

 Provided alternative means to accessing research documents 
including scan and send services 
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International research partnership: 
Establishing a PhD in Material Culture  
(The Hunterian & University of 
Göttingen) 

The Hunterian and the University of Göttingen aim to 
establish an interdisciplinary doctoral programme for 
Academic Curators (something that isn’t currently 
available), focusing on material culture and spanning 
the needs of both university and museum.  

The programme will put the physical object at the 
heart of the process and place specialist knowledge 
and curatorial training firmly around it, maintaining a 
strong focus on academic excellence in curating and 
knowledge production in museums and contributing 
to the development of approaches to research and 
teaching.  

The project will begin in 2021 with a pilot to test ideas 
for a full programme. 

 

 

Using research to innovate online 
collections: Robert Gordon University 
Collections  

Led by researcher Fi Loveday, Absent Forms was a 
project to explore alternative ways to interact with 
collection objects and works of art. The aim was to make 
collections more accessible to the wider university and to 
increase public engagement through online activity and 
workshops. 

The project uses augmented reality to bring the historical 
objects to life through storytelling, 360-degree videos, 
photographs and voiceovers. This allows the public more 
engagement with the collections without the risk of 
degradation or damage to the physical object. 

The plan was halted due to Covid, but plans are to 
continue exploring its applications and development in 
2020/21. 
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university museums & widening 
participation (wp) 

The objects and stories held within university museums appeal to a broad range of 
audiences and naturally lend themselves to engaging those from a range of cultures and 
backgrounds. By using their collections and spaces as a neutral and interesting introduction 
to a university campus, university museums can provide a welcoming and inclusive way in 
which communities with traditionally low university uptake can explore the higher education 
environment. 

Over the past year, the UMIS Coordinator has been in contact with the WP departments from 
the University of Dundee, The Glasgow School of Art and the University of Glasgow to 
discuss possible joint working initiatives. We anticipate resuming and widening these 
discussions in 2021. 

 

UMIS members’ wp initiatives 
In 2019/20, the UMIS members have continued their work in partnership with their 
institutions’ WP teams: 

 Use of the textiles collection to host LEAPS drawing classes and student visits 
through the Lothian Equal Access Programme for Schools (Heriot 
Watt University Museums) 

 WP tours for potential university students from SIMDs and 
engaging with communities of low university uptake through events 
(Anatomical Museum & Geology Collections, University of Edinburgh) 

 Working with the WP team on projects in partnership with Aberdeen Football Club 
Trust and the Russell Anderson Foundation, and planning activities for REACH 
programming in partnership with the Anatomy & Osteoarchaeology Depts (University 
of Aberdeen Collections) 

 Devising a new programme for First Chances and for WP activity to be rolled out in 
the new academic year (Museums of the University of St Andrews) 

 Formulation of plans to work with young carers in conjunction with WP (University of 
Stirling Art Collection) 

 
widening access 
& participation 
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Capturing Lives in Scotland’s 
Communities:  

UMIS lockdown wp project in partnership  
with Arts Award UK  

With most young people adapting to learning online, the Covid lockdown provided an opportunity for the UMIS 
members to re-think a normally predominantly physical offering into digital content and programming. The 
Capturing Lives in Scotland’s Communities project was launched for young people across Scotland aged 11-
18, particularly targeted at those from more disadvantaged areas. 

The project ran through Microsoft Teams and encouraged participants to explore their local communities using 
different forms of art, taking inspiration from the university museums’ collections. 64% of those taking part were 
interacting with universities for the first time, and 60% were from WP backgrounds, with a further 26 from SHEP 
schools. Project mentoring was provided by current students of the participating universities on a voluntary basis, 
adding an additional opportunity for existing students to expand their skills and experience working with young 
people. 

At the end of the project: 

 84% said participating had made them more likely to visit the university campuses to see the museums 
 57% said it had made them more likely to apply to some or all the participating universities in future 
 71% achieved an Arts Award Explore qualification (equivalent to an SCQF National 3) 

UMIS members are now in discussions about the next engagement project for young people following the 
success of Capturing Lives. 

Involved: University of Edinburgh Museums (lead), University of Aberdeen Collections, The Glasgow School of Art, Duncan of Jordanstone 
College of Art and Design (University of Dundee Museums), University of Stirling Art Collection, Museums of the University of St Andrews. 

S
ubm

ission to C
apturing Lives from

 Laia, aged 12, reflecting Life in 2020 
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involving our communities 
University museums have long been the conduit between our communities 

and host institutions, breaking down perceived barriers to coming onto 
campus, engaging under-represented groups and running projects and 

programming with and for community groups and schools.  

In 2019/20, UMIS members recorded 21,845 participants in school 
services, outreach activities and special events, and 206,491 visitors to 

venues and museum displays. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

inclusive engagement 
UMIS believes that working with the full diversity of our communities and cultures, 
particularly under-represented groups, is key to establish ‘strong, resilient and supportive 
communities’ (Scottish Government National Performance Framework). Some of the specific 
activity UMIS members have been involved with this year includes: 

 Work with ArtLink Central’s ArtReach Group (a group for adults with learning 
difficulties (University of Stirling Art Collection) 

 Touching Stitches exhibition in partnership with the RNIB & cross-cultural 
engagement through ‘Music Across Borders’ concerts and the first Atlakim 
Ceremony for members of the Kwakwaka’wakw First Nation outside Canada 
(University of Edinburgh Collections and Talbot Rice Gallery)  

 Guga: Exploring Gaelic Identities exhibition and associated programming (The 
Hunterian, University of Glasgow) 

 

  

public programming 
Public programming and events run by UMIS members in 2019/20 
have included: 

 Increasing guided tours of collections and venues 
 Working with partners to engage more diverse audiences 
 Outreach programming 
 Public exhibitions and associated programming 
 Involvement with community groups 
 Events for special interest groups 
 Special events such as comedy nights, behind the scenes tours  
 Involvement with local and national festivals including Being 

Human, Book Week Scotland, Explorathon, the Big Draw 
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 Welcoming diverse communities 
Refugee Festival Scotland & University of  
Stirling Art Collection  

Every year the University of Stirling’s Art Collection exhibitions are directly inspired by the research of the 
University. In 2019 the exhibition focused on refugees and migration under the banner Experiences in Exile. 
The exhibition featured work from the permanent collection by artists who, at some point in their lives, were 
forced to leave their homes due to hardship or war.  
 
An associated programme involving artist Brigid Collins, women who fled Syria and are now settled in Falkirk 
and Stirling and students of the Creative Writing MLitt, created an installation focus piece of the exhibition. This 
was in the form of a series of postcard books of collages and text packed into a suitcase. The stories contained 
spoke of the trauma, challenges and rewards the Syrian participants had experienced. Participating in the 
Refugee Festival Scotland, the Art Collection provided guided tours of the exhibitions, musical performances by 
Syrian guitarist Ayman Jariour and students from the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland, and readings by the 
Creative Writing students.  
 
These events gave opportunities for the Syrian and other refugee communities to meet others from the local 
area and helped them feel part of their new home.  
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digital engagement 

Providing activities, exhibitions, experiences and programmes online has become 
particularly important over the past six months and UMIS members have embraced the 
opportunity to extend their profile with public audiences. 

This can be seen through the UMIS Capturing Lives project included earlier in this report, 
but individually the university museums have created a huge range of activity for a range of 
audiences. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

engaging during lockdown 
UMIS and our members have shown creativity and resourcefulness in 
providing varied and engaging content throughout lockdown, often trying 
new material, techniques and channels. Using websites and social media, 
the range of activity has included: 

 Social media campaigns – both independent and wider 
 Online exhibitions – both repurposed from physical and 

those designed online 
 Virtual and online guided tours of venues and collections 
 Insight talks and curators’ chats 
 Activities for all ages including quizzes, colouring 

activities, competitions and storytelling 
 Films 
 Family workshops and wellbeing sessions 
 Online guided walks using Google Streetview 
 Digital graduation art shows 

 

Image courtesy of The Glasgow School of Art Archives and Collections – a poster advertising their summer school 
activities in 1994 and used as part of the UMIS #MidsummersDay social media campaign. 

focus on: working together online 
At the beginning of lockdown, Art UK, the ‘online home for every public art 
collection in the UK’ launched their #OnlineArtExchange throughout the 
UK. Focusing on engaging audiences in specific regions, the initiative 
encouraged museums and galleries to pick an artwork from another 
organisation and share it on social media. 

The University of Dundee Museums, University of Aberdeen 
Collections, Robert Gordon University Collections and University of 
Stirling Art Collection all shared content not only between each other’s 
collections, but also worked with other museums including the Pier Arts 
Centre in Orkney, the Stirling Smith Museum  & Art Gallery, the McManus in 
Dundee and Aberdeen Art Gallery & Museum.  

The initiative proved so popular among twitter audiences that it was 
continued along thematic (rather than regional) lines and is still ongoing. 
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social media 
Although all UMIS members used social media prior to Covid, lockdown led to 
an increase in activity and an increase in followers and profile in all cases. 

In the case of the UMIS social media accounts, we had worked on building our 
presence at the beginning of the academic year – primarily through Twitter, but 
also using Facebook and creating an Instagram account.  

Through participation in popular Twitter campaigns such as #MuseumWeek, 
#MuseumsSparkJoy, International Museums Day (#IMD2020) and 
#MuseumFromHome (a BBC Arts initiative through which we had a featured 
tweet on their website homepage), as well as our own campaigns, we have seen 
a 56% increase in Twitter followers and over 270,000 impressions on the 
UMIS profile between October 2019 and August 2020. 
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 Digital public 
engagement: 
Museums of the 
University of St 
Andrews 

The museums team at the University of St Andrews approached the closure of their physical venues 
as an opportunity to re-think their engagement in terms of their audiences. The solution was to 
provide three online sessions a week for different age groups under the banner of Wardlaw Online. 
Using their collections and staff expertise, the sessions were initially put together using what the 
staff had available at home – reflecting the reality of everyone now finding themselves in lockdown.  

Wardlaw Workshops challenged school age children with a mission for the week ahead, from 
building a flying machine to creating secret messages like the ancient Incas. 

Wellbeing Wednesdays encouraged adult audiences to take a 10-minute break away from their 
computers/desk and comprised a ‘Museum Storytime’ with the team sharing stories about their 
collections. 

Wee Wardlaws was a session for the under 5s – repurposed from normally physical sessions – 
including rhymes, stories, activities and crafts inspired by their collections. 

Engagement with some videos peaked at 10,000 views initially and has now settled to 
approximately 1,000 per video - still a significant number to engage in any workshop or activity. 
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supporting broader communities 
Society is developing a deeper understanding of the impact that cultural activity and cultural 
engagement can have on health and wellbeing. Working across various groups and with key 
regional and national partners, university museums work to tackle health inequalities within 
our society.  

 University of Edinburgh Collections’ community volunteering programme involves 
members of the Access to Industry programme, which helps unemployed individuals 
retrain and access further and higher education. They also run their Music Socials 
programme which provides stimulating programming for people affected by 
dementia, have welcomed groups from Alzheimers Scotland, homeless charities and 
the Childrens Holiday Venture group, and have run activities to support groups for 
elderly people suffering loneliness 

 Museums of the University of St Andrews have worked throughout the year to 
reframe their engagement activities to meet at least two of the 5 Ways to Wellbeing, 
with every activity and listing on their website now badged accordingly 

 University of Stirling Art Collection has worked with the ArtLink Central ArtSpace 
group (a group for adults with mental health issues) and with prisoners and women 
under custodial orders  

 University of Aberdeen Collections designed events supporting their Walking with 
Birds exhibition with an emphasis on wellbeing, including nature walks with RSPB 
 

wellbeing of students 
The mental health and wellbeing of students is becoming an increasingly important issue this 
year. UMIS members aim to provide a welcoming and inclusive space or environment on 
campus where students can be involved outwith their academic university life. 

 University of Stirling Art Collection introduced a wellbeing programme in conjunction 
with Student Support Services who referred students suffering from mental health 
issues to a weekly gardening group. The staff also installed a Happy to Chat bench 
on campus to encourage social interaction and worked with the University chaplaincy 
to provide weekly drop-in sessions for student support. Finally, they worked with 
artists using the ‘Peacemakers loom’, involving the repetitive, simple action of knitting 
and building peace through sharing small actions and kind words. 

 
health & 
wellbeing 
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Prescribe Culture 
University of Edinburgh Museums 

Edinburgh University piloted their Prescribe Culture social prescription project in 2019, initially in response to the 
growing demand for support for student health and wellbeing within the university, and the programme has now 
become established. This heritage-based, non-clinical support programme has two strands: 

 Programme 6 is a series of guided sessions for students referred via Student Services and experiencing 
mild-moderate mental health difficulties. Participants explore a heritage object, site or archive and take 
part in hands on activities inspired by the programme content 

 Take 30 involves self-led participation at a variety of heritage and cultural venues across Edinburgh and 
inspired by the findings of the Calm and Collected research from the Art Fund. Participants can pick up or 
download a leaflet to guide their activities. This has proved so popular that it has been rolled out beyond 
the University and is now available on promis.scot – the National Wellbeing Hub for those working in 
health and social care 

Due to demand, the Take 30 strand continued during lockdown as T30TV (Take 30 Together Virtually). The twice 
weekly sessions encouraged participants to ‘escape, explore and socialise’ and included presentations and live 
streaming tours from national and international venues, including those throughout the UK, Canada, Singapore 
and the USA. 

The University of Edinburgh team are now discussing cultural prescription projects with other UMIS members. 

“ 
It is lovely to 
feel we can 
still meet new 
people, see 
new places 
and learn 
new things, in 
lockdown. 

” 
Participant, T30TV 

 

Prescribe Culture Program
m

e 6 participant Robyn. 
Im

age courtesy of the U
niversity of Edinburgh 
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alignment to university plans & strategies 
Each of the UMIS members works to support the ambitions and strategies of their host 
institutions. Through their activity in learning and teaching and research, their digital 
engagement and innovation, work with international organisations and 
researchers, and their engagement with communities and work with WP 
audiences, each provides valuable resource and outputs aligning with their 
universities’ goals. 

Specifically, over the past year UMIS members have increased their 
collaboration and integration with broader plans through: 

 Further alignment with existing, recent or new university strategies 
 Restructuring into new departments more in line with engagement or research 
 Increased work with other university departments (such as WP and Student Services) 

and academic and research colleagues 
 The setting up of new governance structures more integrated within the university 

hierarchy 
 Greater involvement of broader colleagues in the planning of activity and use of 

collections 
 Further integration of collections into courses  

UMIS strategic alignment 
A key consideration when drafting UMIS’ new Strategic Plan (ratified in July 
this year) was a clear read-across between UMIS’ key strategic aims and 
those of the members’ host universities. 

The result is a Strategic and Forward Plan that maps the UMIS strategic 
objectives and priorities and work going forwards to the universities’ strategic 
aims, as well as to the SFC MGC grant recommendations, Museums Galleries 
Scotland’s strategic aims and the Scottish Government’s National 
Performance Framework. 

This provides a robust strategic framework within which to plan UMIS and our members’ 
work, offers a clear illustration of how our work is enhancing that of our host institutions and 
enables agile reporting to key stakeholders.   

 
‘behind the 
scenes’ 
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Involvement of academic colleagues 
with museums: University of Aberdeen 
Museums & Special Collections  

 

The University of Aberdeen Museums and Special Collections 
has established an Academic Forum to advise, challenge and 
advocate activities using the museum and its collections.  
 
Among the 80 Forum members are 30 Honorary Curatorial 
Fellows. These are academic staff who are actively engaged with 
the University’s archive, museum and rare book collections for 
teaching, research, exhibition or other activities.  
 
Although the forum was initially set up as an opportunity to 
update academic staff on activity and to gather feedback, the 
group is now increasingly being used for focussed discussion on 
topics such as ethics procedures and issues surrounding, for 
example, ancient DNA studies.  
 

Increased integration of governance: 
Museums of the University of St Andrews  

Supporting greater ambition for the Museums of the University of St 
Andrews, and strengthening governance as well as advocacy and 
fundraising support, the University has set up a new Strategic Board this 
year in support of its museums, bringing together key senior staff from the 
University as well as sector leaders. 

The Board will provide oversight and advice on key areas of activity, 
support for and advice on strategic development and expansion, advocacy 
and fundraising support, and review and advice on policies and plans. 

They will work in conjunction with the existing Academic Advisory 
Committee and Student Advisory Panel, both of whom will have 
representatives on the Board. 

The Board will also input into the museums service Strategic Plan 2020-5, 
currently in development. 
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collections 
One of the criteria for being a member of UMIS is that the museum 
service must have achieved Accreditation – the UK industry standard 
for museums and galleries. To achieve Accreditation, a museum must 
meet published requirements on: 

 How it is governed and managed 
 How it cares for and manages its collections 
 The information and services it offers to museum users 

In addition, five UMIS members hold collections Recognised as 
Nationally Significant to Scotland under the Scottish Government’s 
Recognition scheme. This includes collections in University of 
Edinburgh Museums, Museums of the University of St Andrews and 
The Glasgow School of Art, as well as the entire holdings of The 
Hunterian and the University of Aberdeen Collections. 

 

collections care & management 
University museums continually work with their collections to ensure they are cared for and 
their condition is maintained, and to improve their resilience, the information that is held 
about them and their use. Over the past year, UMIS members have worked on: 

 Migrating data on collections into new Collections Management Systems to ensure 
more efficient and sustainable management of collections 

 Inventoried and audited collections and associated information to ensure data is 
‘cleaned’ and up to date  

 Undertaken conservation surveys and carried out conservation and re-packing of 
objects to ensure the collections are preserved and their condition improved 

 Worked on disaster and emergency planning to safeguard the collections 
 Improved collections stores to provide an improved environment in which to keep 

collections 
 Augmented collections with the receipt of donations and strategic additions 
 Made significant additions to cataloguing and online databases of collections items 
 Increased the number of items photographed and digitised 
 Improved information about collections and increased the number of formally 

accessioned items 
 Re-displayed or re-housed collections items 
 Undertaken provenance research around collections and collection objects 

Throughout lockdown it has been vitally important to check regularly on the condition of the 
collections as they can be easily affected by both environmental factors and pests. Although 
the majority of the museums were able to access their collections eventually, one museum 
was prevented from doing so, and in several other cases access took negotiation. 

UMIS members are addressing this with their host institutions. 
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international loans 
 

An important aspect of work with collections is 
identifying opportunities to ensure they can be 
accessed as widely as possible. Over the past year, 
UMIS members have loaned items from their 
collections to the following organisations worldwide: 

 Institutions within Scotland including 
National Museums Scotland and the 
National Gallery of Scotland 

 UK museums including the Tate, the Dulwich Picture Gallery and the V&A 
 European museums including Roemer-und Pelizaeus-Museum, Hildesheim, and 

Allard Pierson Museum, Amsterdam (University of Aberdeen Museums & Special 
Collections); Schirn Kunsthame, Frankfurt (The Hunterian); Museum MORE, Gorssel 
(University of Dundee Museums) 

 International museums including National Museum of Science and Nature, Tokyo, 
Royal British Columbia Museum, Canada and Cincinnati Museum Center (University 
of Aberdeen Museums & Special Collections); American Federation of Arts (The 
Hunterian)  

 

 

  

 
 

 

User-centred immersive virtual 
access to collections: The Glasgow 
School of Art Archives & Collections 

Following the devastating fires experienced by The Glasgow 
School of Art, the Archives & Collections have worked tirelessly 
to ensure that digital access to their collections and heritage can 
be continued while aspects of physical access are limited.  

One such project is the AHRC funded Studio 39. After 
completing an initial pilot project, The GSA received follow-on 
funding to create virtual reality activities based on ideas 
developed at co-design workshops with local school children. 
The project explores The Glasgow School of Art’s history and 
uses archives and collections material to create a virtual studio 
where users can take inspiration from the virtual environment 
and collections with activities including drawing animals and 
plaster casts and building a replica Mackintosh Library Light. 
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identity & strategic direction 
The coming year will see the completion of our Museums Galleries 
Scotland funded project to establish a new visual identity and website 
for UMIS, expected in early 2021.  

As well as our frequent committee meetings, UMIS has now 
established dedicated themed meetings to discuss our longer-term 
planning, our collective aspirations for 2021/22 onwards, the UMIS 
Coordinator role and our long-term vision for the group. We will also 
be carrying out scenario planning and discussing ongoing core, grant 
and project funding. 

The results of these, and further, meetings will inform our application for the next round of 
MGC grant funding from the SFC as well as our refreshed UMIS forward plan. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
UMIS plans 
2020/21 

continuing advocacy 
The need for ongoing advocacy in light of the Covid situation is essential. We 
are already in discussions with Museums Galleries Scotland with whom we will 
be carrying out a survey of UMIS members’ challenges in order to inform these 
activities and are looking into direct Scottish Government advocacy targeting 
both the Higher and Further Education and Culture remits. 

We anticipate our advocacy research intern, funded through the SGSAH, will 
take up a post in early 2021, and the results of the project will be available for 
UMIS and our members to use next summer. Our plans are then to launch an 
advocacy campaign targeted at our host institutions with the help of the SFC and 
Museums Galleries Scotland. 
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learning & teaching 
We are awaiting the results of our application to the AHRC to explore 
new online teaching models using our collections which will result in 
greater uptake and satisfaction from staff and students alike. Should the 
application not be successful, we are committed to finding alternative 
funding for the project.  

We will support our universities by ensuring we continue to digitise 
collections to be used in online teaching, support students with their 
studies and find new and innovative ways to access to our collections 
both online and in person. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

widening access & engagement 
Since the success of our Capturing Lives in Scotland’s Communities project this summer, 
the UMIS Outreach and Engagement sub-group have been in discussions about our next 
project aimed at young people and Widening Participation audiences. 

We have worked up a proposal of how to expand the Capturing Lives project to work with its 
strengths and in September had a presentation to the group from ARTiculation - the Roche 
Court Educational Trust's nationally acclaimed public speaking initiative designed to promote 
the appreciation and discussion of visual culture.  

Discussions are ongoing, but our aim is to run one further project with young people in this 
coming year involving multiple UMIS partners.  

UMIS members will also be resuming (having been halted due to Covid) and developing 
discussions with WP colleagues in the coming year with the aim of running joint initiatives. 

 

health & wellbeing 
UMIS will be holding a conference in July 2021 entitled Creating 
Wellbeing. Although the conference was initially to be held at the 
University of Stirling, we have now decided to run it as an online 
event which will both pre-empt any emerging restrictions which may 
come into force and extend our potential audience.  

Conference sessions will focus on the role of museums, culture and 
art in improving mental and physical health in communities and will 
draw on contributions from practitioners and leaders in the field. 
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